Semicolon Use Worksheet # 2

Name______________________

Put in the appropriate semicolons:.

1. Exercising helps to keep you healthy and fit proper nutrition is
also important.
2. I believe there are 3 things to achieving good grades: paying
attention in class doing your homework and listening to the
teacher.
3. I like going fishing I don’t like putting worms on hooks!
4. Red is my favorite color I like wearing blue sometimes.
5. I don’t like doing homework my homework is always in math.
6. Memorize your speech you won’t need your cheat notes.
7. Learn to use the semicolon properly your punctuation test mark
will improve.
8. My dog likes to play with cats my dog likes most animals.
9. I have cable TV cable TV always has good movies!
10. I don’t sleep well at night I’m always tired during the day.
11. To work out I: lift the weights go swimming run the track and
hike on the trails.
12. My favorite snacks are: grape popsicles chocolate brownies and honey
tangerines.

My mark out of 12 is _______.
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Worksheet #2 Answers

1. Exercising helps to keep you healthy and fit; proper nutrition is
also important.
2. I believe there are 3 things to achieving good grades: paying
attention in class; doing your homework; and listening to the
teacher.
3. I like going fishing; I don’t like putting worms on hooks!
4. Red is my favorite color; I like wearing blue sometimes.
5. I don’t like doing homework; my homework is always in math.
6. Memorize your speech; you won’t need your cheat notes.
7. Learn to use the semicolon properly; your punctuation test mark
will improve.
8. My dog likes to play with cats; my dog likes most animals.
9. I have cable TV; cable TV always has good movies!
10. I don’t sleep well at night; I’m always tired during the day.
11. To work out I: lift the weights; go swimming; run the track; and
hike on the trails.
12. My favorite snacks are: grape popsicles; chocolate brownies; and honey
tangerines.
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